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New to Computers Group
Tom Shepherd

newtocomputers@grandcomputers.org

mailto:newtocomputers@grandcomputers.org


Meeting monthly
2nd Tuesday

Let US Help you by taking the mystery out of technology

Contact Tom Shepherd for additional information at

newtocomputers@grandcomputers.org

mailto:newtocomputers@grandcomputers.org


Here are some of our past Sessions

Social Media for Seniors

YOUTUBE Wonders

What’s the big deal about Windows 11?

The Cloud

Texting Made Easy



New to Computers Group
We need volunteers

IF YOU HAVE AN INTEREST IN ANY TECHNOLOGY AREA

WE COULD USE YOUR HELP IN PUTTING TOGETHER

A PRESENTATION FOR A FUTURE MEETING

Contact Tom Shepherd for additional information at

newtocomputers@grandcomputers.org

mailto:newtocomputers@grandcomputers.org


Here is what is coming up 

Tuesday March 14 9:30 

Chaparral Center, Hopi Room

How to use your public library online to access digital books.

Did you know that you can access all the books in the Maricopa County Library 

system onlline ? There is a full catalog of books, magazines, movies and more that 

are available to be checked out online, without ever physically having to go to the 

library.

Learn how. Also hear the latest news about what will happen in the near future 

when our local library near the Surprise Stadium will change from Maricopa County 

to the City of Surprise.



Today’s Topic



Streaming Music
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Agenda
Introduction 
Early days – iPods, MP3
First streamers - Napster, Pandora
The leader – Spotify
Recent contenders –

Tidal, Apple Music
Amazon Music, YouTube Music

Radios – IheartRadio & Sirius Xm
Comparisons



Is Music Streaming a Big Deal ?
.



Music Streaming Statistics
Highlights of music streaming industry statistics:

Global music subscribers surged 26.4% to 523.9 million during the Covid 
pandemic.
Music streaming makes up 84% of the U.S. music industry revenue.
82.1 million Americans are paid subscribers to on-demand music 
streaming.
Americans stream on average 75 minutes of music per day.
There are 3.6 music streamers for every paid subscription.
.



Music Streaming Statistics
More Highlights of music streaming industry statistics:

R&B/hip-hop is the most popular streaming genre in 
the U.S.
Spotify is the dominant music streaming service with 
180 million subscribers.
The #1 reason for a paid subscription is to avoid ads 
interrupting the music.
Gamers are 14% more likely to be paying for music 
streaming services.



The Early Days

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Indians_Attacking_a_Wagon_Train_by_Emanuel_Leutze,_1863FXD.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Many clever people during the 
1970s and 80s worked on 
techniques to digitize audio files

The real breakthrough came in the 
early 90s with the advent of MP3



History of MP3
MP3 technology was the brainchild of 

Karlheinz Brandenburg from Germany.

It took him 13 years to solve the problem of 

digital audio compression. 

His technology aimed at compressing audio 

files at a 12 to 1 ratio without losing quality.

The discovery was a breakthrough.
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!

The rise of the MP3 format in the late 1990s meant 
that music fans could collect and enjoy hundreds of 
digital tracks. But those tracks were chained to PCs. 

The next logical step was to free MP3s by putting them 
on some type of Sony Walkman-like device so that we 
could play them back wherever and whenever we 
wanted

https://www.pcworld.com/article/144966/sony_walkman_turns_30_memories_of_an_iconic_gadget.html
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Several companies, including Intel and Sony, 
introduced portable players of MP3 music

But the popularity of these really skyrocketed with 
Apple’s introduction of the iPOD in 2001
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The iPod got its big break in 2003 when Apple paired it with 
the new iTunes Music Store. 

Meanwhile, the iPod hardware progressed to its third 
generation in 2003, sporting relocated buttons (above the 
click wheel), 40GB storage capacity ($499), USB transfer, and 
a battery life of 8 hours.
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In 2004 color screens became a common sight on MP3 players such 

as the $500 Creative Zen Media Center, which ran on Windows Mobile 

and had up to 40GB of storage and a 3.8-inch screen.

Other MP3 players capable of playing video files were smaller. Among 

them was the iRiver H300 series, which also tuned in to FM radio; the 

H300 came in 20GB and 40GB versions, starting at $250.

The first iPod with a color screen premiered that year, as well, 

offering capacities up to 60GB for $349. The iTunes Music Store 

expanded internationally at the same time.
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Small and light MP3 players were still selling like hotcakes in 
2007, but by this time they had color screens. The third-
generation iPod Nano could play music, show videos, and display 
pictures, and it came in 4GB and 8GB versions, starting around 
$250.

Around the same time, to compete with the Nano, Microsoft 
updated its Zune line to include smaller, flash-drive models called 
4 and 8. The Zune 4 and 8 both had a new touchpad-like input 
device and could share pictures and songs. Microsoft dropped 
digital rights management from the Zune Store that year, as well.
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People became used to listening to music on these 

portable MP3 players - they also became used to 

listening to individual songs, as opposed to entire 

albums

But, the songs had to be purchased



The next step came with the idea of 

sharing these MP3 files across the Internet
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Napster was a peer-to-peer file sharing application.

It originally launched on June 1, 1999, with an 
emphasis on digital audio file distribution.

Audio songs shared on the service were typically 
encoded in the MP3 format. 
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Napster specialized in MP3 files of music 

and a user-friendly interface. 

At its peak, the Napster service had about 8 

million registered users.
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The first Napster was a peer-to-peer network for 
sharing music files, with a centralized directory 
service. 

People would rip their CDs or digitize their records 
and tapes and make the files available on their 
computers.

Users could download music from other uses; 
meanwhile, any music they chose to make available 
could be downloaded by others.
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Users of Napster had no rights to distribute 
most of the music they made available
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Heavy metal band Metallica discovered a demo of their 

song "I Disappear" had been circulating across the 

network before it was released.

This led to it being played on several radio stations 

across the United States, which alerted Metallica to the 

fact that their entire back catalogue of studio material was 

also available.

On March 13, 2000, they filed a lawsuit against Napster.
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In 2000, the American musical recording company A&M 

Records along with several other recording companies, 

through the Recording Industry Association of 

America (RIAA), sued Napster (A&M Records, Inc. v. 

Napster, Inc.) on grounds of contributory and vicarious 

copyright infringement under the US Digital Millennium 
Copyright Act (DMCA)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A%26M_Records,_Inc._v._Napster,_Inc.
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Napster lost the case in the District Court but 

then appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals 

for the Ninth Circuit. 

Although it was clear that Napster could have 

commercially significant non-infringing uses, 

the Ninth Circuit upheld the District Court's 
decision.
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Napster wasn't able to comply and 

thus had to close down its service in 

July 2001.

In 2002, Napster announced that it 

had filed for bankruptcy and sold its 
assets to a third party
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Napster is still around

It’s assets and name have been owned by a 

series of music streaming companies, most 
recently, by Rhapsody
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2001
In a small apartment in San Francisco, Tim Westergren and Jon Kraft 
were also attempting to use infuse the music industry with technology. 

They had assembled a team of engineers and musicians to build a 
recommender system for music, called the Music Genome Project, 
which would “capture music at its most fundamental level” through over 
450 attributes to describe a song.
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The company began as Pandora Internet Radio, an 
online, ad-supported listening service that brought 
forth a revolutionary idea: giving users automated 
music recommendations.
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When Pandora first launched it was a magical product. It 
knew what every song in the world sounded like and 
would only play you similar songs to listen to. 

Love “Eleanor Rigby” by the Beatles?

Get a tailored radio station that only plays songs 
musically similar to "Eleanor Rigby" for free! 

Genius..
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It is now a subscription-based music streaming 

service owned by Sirius XM Holdings based 

in Oakland, California, United States

The service carries a focus on 

recommendations based on the "Music 

Genome Project" — a means of classifying 
individual songs by musical traits
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The Music Genome Project is an effort to 

"capture the essence of music at the most 

fundamental level" using various attributes to 

describe songs and mathematics to connect 
them together into an interactive map.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music
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Any given song is represented by approximately 450 "genes" 

(analogous to trait-determining genes for organisms in the 

field of genetics).

Each gene corresponds to a characteristic of the music, for 

example, gender of lead vocalist, prevalent use of 

groove, level of distortion on the electric guitar, type of 

background vocals, etc.

Rock and pop songs have 150 genes, rap songs have 350, 
and jazz songs have approximately 400.

Music Genome Project
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Music Genome Project

Given the vector of one or more songs,

a list of other similar songs is constructed

using what the company calls its "matching 

algorithm".

Originally each song was analyzed by a musician in a 

process that takes 20 to 30 minutes per song.

Now, much of this is done by AI
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Here from Forbes magazine is an 

explanation of how their technology is able 
to create customized music selections

https://www.forbes.com/sites/insights-
teradata/2019/10/01/how-pandora-knows-what-you-want-
to-hear-next/?sh=13b795953902

https://www.forbes.com/sites/insights-teradata/2019/10/01/how-pandora-knows-what-you-want-to-hear-next/?sh=13b795953902
https://www.forbes.com/sites/insights-teradata/2019/10/01/how-pandora-knows-what-you-want-to-hear-next/?sh=13b795953902
https://www.forbes.com/sites/insights-teradata/2019/10/01/how-pandora-knows-what-you-want-to-hear-next/?sh=13b795953902
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Music Genome Project

Pandora did very well and was the clear leader in music 

streaming for several years

But it began to decline as other newer choices arose

It now has approximately 50 Million users

It is now owned by SiriusXM 
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Before too long, a new company 

emerged to take over the young 

music streaming industry
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This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

https://android4stores.blogspot.com/2015/05/spotify-music-apk-mod.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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Founded by Daniel Ek and Martin Lorentzon, Spotify actually started as a 
small start-up in Stockholm, Sweden.

They developed the platform in 2006 as a response to the growing piracy 
problem the music industry was facing.

Launching two years later, Spotify offered music fans a free service with 
advertising, in hopes they would upgrade to the £10 a month ad-free 
subscription.
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Before streaming services came along you might have 
been guilty of using controversial file sharing sites like 
Napster, LimeWire and The Pirate Bay to download your 
music.

This cost the music industry millions each year because 
well - you're not paying for the songs.
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"I realised that you can never legislate away from 
piracy," Daniel told The Telegraph in 2010.

"The only way to solve the problem was to create a 
service that was better than piracy and at the same 
time compensates the music industry.“

He also had a slight hunch his streaming service would 
one day be worth "tens of billions".

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/mediatechnologyandtelecoms/media/7259509/Daniel-Ek-profile-Spotify-will-be-worth-tens-of-billions.html
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After signing a contract with numerous record labels such as 
Sony BMG, Hollywood Records, Warner Music, and Universal 
Music, among others, Spotify launched into the conquest of the 
music world by expanding its business and including services 
such as access to specialized magazines and other related 
applications.
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Spotify began growing , partially by buying out a lot of 
other smaller companies
In 2013 Spotify acquired Swedish music discovery app Tunigo
In 2014 it acquires music tech company The Echo Nest
2015 Spotify acquired Seed Scientific, which is a data science consulting firm.
In 2016 Spotify acquired two companies within a day. The companies are Soundwave 
(music discovery startup) and Cord Project (audio messaging apps building startup)
In 2016 it acquired photo startup Crowd Album.
In 2016 again, Preact was acquired. Preact is a startup that helps businesses acquire and 
retain subscribers.
In 2017 Spotify acquires Sonalytic, a United Kingdom-based audio detection startup
In 2017 Spotify also acquired content recommendation service MightyTV.
Spotify acquired blockchain startup Mediachain Labs in 2017, in order to solve music's 
attribution issue.
In 2017 Spotify acquires Niland, a Paris-based  AI startup, to improvise its music 
personalization and recommendations feature.
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Spotify continues to buy companies
•In 2017 it gets Stockholm-based online music studio Soundtrap
•In 2018 Spotify acquired Loudr, San Francisco-based licensing startup. This 
acquisition will help Spotify to identify, track and pay royalties to music 
publishers.
•Spotify acquired SoundBetter, a music production marketplace that connects 
artists, producers, and musicians.
•In 2019 Spotify acquired podcasting studio Parcast.
•In 2019 Spotify acquired Anchor, an online platform that lets users create and 
distribute podcast content.
•In 2019 Gimlet Media was acquired by Spotify. Gimlet is a podcasting startup.
•In 2020, Spotify acquired The Ringer, a leading creator of sports, entertainment, 
and pop culture content. With this acquisition, Spotify is all set to expand its 
sports and entertainment offerings.
•In 2021 Spotify acquired Megaphone (formerly Panoply Media) for $235 Million. 
Megaphone is also a podcast hosting company. they definitely want to take over 
the Podcast market.
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Important Spotify Statistics 2023
•More than 365 million active monthly users on Spotify
•More than 165 million of these monthly users pay for Spotify 
Premium
•Spotify says that they own 36% of the worldwide streaming 
market
•Listeners spend an average of 25 hours a month listening to 
music on Spotify
•44% of Spotify listeners use the app every day
•More than 50 million songs are now available on Spotify
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Spotify has both Free and Premium Subscriptions
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Spotify has invested a lot of money into Podcasts

The top global podcasts of 2022

This year, Spotify's podcast offerings expanded into new 
markets, providing more listeners around the world with new 
shows to binge. With more than four million podcasts, the 
platform offers something for every type of podcast 
listener.Nov 30, 2022
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Spotify was the undisputed leader for 
years but there is now more competition
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This Photo by Unknown Author 
is licensed under CC BY-NC

https://www.pngall.com/apple-fruit-png/download/4687
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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Apple had earlier dominated the music 
industry with the iPod  

But Steve Jobs was not convinced that 
music streaming was a good business

Apple sat out this business for several years
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That changed in 2015 when Apple introduced
Apple Music

The base for Apple Music was Beats Music, the streaming 
service bought by Apple as part of its $3bn acquisition of 
Dre and Iovine's Beats Electronics company in 2014.
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Apple Music introduced lossless audio, high 
fidelity streaming, and its proprietary spatial 
audio technology as a point of leverage over 
Spotify.

Apple Music touts it’s technology vs Spotify’s  
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Apple Music also offers Spatial Audio with 
Dolby Atmos. 

The sound comes from all around you, but 
there's a trick: you can truly appreciate it only 
with specific sound equipment such as 
AirPods.
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Apple Music gained popularity rapidly after its launch, passing the 
milestone of 10 million subscribers in only six months. 

Though Apple does not disclose the number of paid subscribers, 
research firm Midia Research estimated it at 78 million as of 
November 2021.

At the same time, Apple Music's library has steadily grown, reaching 
100 million songs in its catalog on October 3, 2022
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Another industry giant also plays in this market
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Like Apple, Amazon had been in the business of MP3 
music for several years

Amazon got into the streaming aspect of music when 
Prime Music launched in 2014 

It was quickly succeeded by Amazon Music 
Unlimited in 2016



Today Amazon offers several different streaming choices



Tidal is a company that was started in 2014 in Sweden
It was endorsed and partially owned by several big 
music artists – Jay-Z, Beyonce, Arcade Fire, Kanye West 
and many more



It claims to provide a very high-level listening experience

It also pays more in royalties to the artists



Another familiar name also provides
Music Streaming



The YouTube Music app was unveiled in October 2015

YouTube Music is a music streaming service developed 

by YouTube, a subsidiary of Google. It provides a tailored interface 

for the service, oriented towards music streaming, allowing users 

to browse through songs and music videos on YouTube based on 

genres, playlists, and recommendations.



Another type of streaming music service is iHeart Radio



iHeartRadio (often shortened to just "iHeart") is an 

American freemium broadcast, podcast and radio 

streaming platform owned by iHeartMedia.

It was founded in August 2008.

As of 2019, iHeartRadio was functioning as the national 

umbrella brand for iHeartMedia's radio network, the largest radio 

broadcaster in the United States with 128 million registered 

users as of 2019.

Its main competitors are Audacy, TuneIn and Sirius XM.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audacy


Live, Free Radio
iHeartRadio offers live, free radio streams. 

Its homepage displays a grid that highlights a selection of top stations, but 
you can click View More to enjoy radio from across the country, with your 
local stations listed first. 

You can narrow your listening options by genre, including Comedy, Jazz, 
News & Talk, College Radio, Classic Rock, and other categories you may 
want to hear.



In addition to music, Podcasts have become a 
very large portion of the streaming industry

Spotify, in particular, has a focus on “big-name” 
Podcasters



Here is a list of popular Podcasts



How does one compare all these choices ?



Here is one quick summary from the cnet web site



Here are two pages from PC Magazine



Here are two pages from PC Magazine



Let’s look in more depth at the reviews 
starting with TechRadar





There are two key things that make it stand out.

The first is that it’s billed as being artist-owned. This means it gets a 
better deal (although not necessarily a great deal) for musicians, 
paying them higher than many services per stream.

The second is that listeners get a better deal too, thanks to superb CD-
quality sound, especially if you’re willing to pay extra for Tidal’s highest-
tier premium subscription, HiFi Plus. 
That means if you take your listening more seriously, you and its MQA 
(Master Quality Authenticated) files could be a match made in heaven.

Again, although Tidal is better across the board, it’s the $19.99/£19.99 
Tidal HiFi Plus streaming that makes the most sense and is the most 
significant jump in quality.

Tidal





Apple Music is the tech giant's streaming service. 

It offers more than 90 million songs in its massive library, 
as well as music videos and exclusives – to be honest, there 
isn’t much you won’t find here.

Apple Music is geared towards helping you to discover 
new tracks and artists, whether that’s through 
recommendations, curated playlists or its 24/7 digital radio 
stations.



You can also add all the music you currently own in iTunes 
to the service, so everything is in one place.

While you don’t need a house-full of Apple products to use 
Apple Music, as you might expect, all of your Apple devices 
– as well as Apple’s smart assistant, Siri – work seamlessly 
with the company’s streaming service. 
Also, Apple isn't backwards about coming forwards when it 
comes to telling you the extra benefits of using its own top 
tier AirPods Max or AirPods Pro – namely, personalized, 
head-tracked Spatial Audio.

https://www.techradar.com/news/personalized-spatial-audio-for-airpods-looks-good-on-paper-but-i-want-more
https://www.techradar.com/news/personalized-spatial-audio-for-airpods-looks-good-on-paper-but-i-want-more




Over the years, Amazon has launched several 
different streaming services. 

The best, which competes with the likes of Spotify 
and Apple Music, is Amazon Music HD.

This is a high-quality music service to rival 
audiophile-grade services, like Tidal, at a great value 
price.

It brings users lossless FLAC audio at 24-bit/192kHz, 
while Spotify only offers 320kbps.





Spotify first launched in 2008, and at present has a library 
of more than 82 million tracks and 2.2 million podcasts. 

Oh, and there's a free tier.

It’s no surprise, then, that it also has 365 million users 
globally, and counting.

However, Spotify is more than just a sizable catalogue of 
tracks and podcasts. 

It has an intuitive interface, a fantastic recommendation 
engine powering its customized playlists, new features 
added all the time, social tools that make sharing easy, plus 
you can use it almost anywhere through almost any device.



Here is another good site for technical reviews

Tom’s Guide

and here is what they have to say





If it’s the music that primarily concerns you, and you’re prepared to pay 
to listen to it, there’s only one place to put your subscription money —
and that’s Tidal.

While Tidal recently introduced a free subscription option called 
(unsurprisingly) Tidal Free, offering 160kbps streams of its entire music 
catalog with “limited interruptions,” the perks of the music streaming 
service lie elsewhere.

Its HiFi and HiFi Plus packages are mostly differentiated by audio 
quality. Tidal streams at a CD-quality 1411kbps on its HiFi tier, while a 
HiFi Plus subscription gives access to content mastered in Sony 360 
Reality Audio and Dolby Atmos spatial audio.

https://www.tomsguide.com/how-to/what-is-sony-360-reality-audio-how-it-works-and-how-to-use-it
https://www.tomsguide.com/how-to/what-is-sony-360-reality-audio-how-it-works-and-how-to-use-it
https://www.tomsguide.com/reference/dolby-atmos-what-it-is-and-how-to-get-it




Apple has made an impressive journey to the digital 
music streaming service it is today.

Starting out as the iTunes downloads platform, it 
morphed (as consumer listening and buying habits 
changed) into the Apple Music streaming giant we have 
now. 

In a more recent surprise move, Apple Music upgraded 
its audio quality output from compressed lo-res audio 
files to full CD-quality music files as a bare minimum, 
with little fanfare and no extra charge. 

Existing subscribers suddenly had access to high 
quality music streams without needing to lift a finger.









If you can tolerate ads between songs and interrupting 
your music streaming experience, then Spotify can be 
yours for free. Frankly though, you get a miserly 96kbps 
or 160kbps audio quality at best, which is chronically 
inadequate for any musical enjoyment in our 
experience.

For those willing to pay the $9.99 subscription fee, 
Spotify’s streams run at 320kbps, which is better but still 
not great



Next is cnet





We like
•Free version is impressively robust
•Spotify Connect simplifies connecting to wireless speakers and AV receivers
•Easy to build your own playlists and sync them for offline listening
•Allows you to follow artists and be alerted when they release new music or 
announce an upcoming show
•Now includes podcasts
We don't like
•Advertisements in the free service can be intrusive
•You can't listen to specific songs in the free tier, just a mix based on the 
requested music
•No lossless option
•Podcasts have begun to overshadow music in importance



Best for: People who want a solid all-
around service, and especially for people 
who love to make, browse and share 
playlists for any scenario.



Apple Music
Best alternative to Spotify
Despite a small price increase in 2022, Apple Music is still 
able to offer a lot for the money, including 100 million 
tracks and boasting both iOS and Android compatibility.

The service runs second to Spotify in terms of 
subscribers, but surpasses its rival in one key respect. 

Yes, it has hi-res lossless and spatial audio albums at no 
extra charge, though Apple isn't saying how many of the 
total tracks this amounts to.

https://geo.music.apple.com/us/listen-now?at=1001lSn4&ct=cn-___COM_CLICK_ID___-dtp___OPTOUT___&itscg=30200&itsct=toolbox_linkbuilder&ls=1&app=music
https://geo.music.apple.com/us/listen-now?at=1001lSn4&ct=cn-___COM_CLICK_ID___-dtp___OPTOUT___&itscg=30200&itsct=toolbox_linkbuilder&ls=1&app=music
https://www.cnet.com/news/apple-just-quietly-raised-prices-for-apple-music-and-apple-tv-plus/
https://www.cnet.com/tech/home-entertainment/spatial-audio-and-apple-music-what-you-need-to-know/


While it makes the most sense if you're an Apple user, Music 
is an option if you've invested heavily in smart speakers 
including Google. 

If you own an Apple HomePod, Mini or Nest device you can 
summon Apple Music tracks with your voice. 

There are also a ton of curated playlists, many handcrafted by 
musicians and tastemakers, though it lacks the robust sharing 
options (or cool add-ons) available to Spotify.

https://www.cnet.com/reviews/apple-homepod-review/
https://www.cnet.com/home/smart-home/apple-homepod-mini-review-iphone-owners-will-love-this-99-siri-smart-speaker/
https://www.cnet.com/tech/home-entertainment/supercharge-your-music-streaming-with-these-spotify-wrapped-alikes/


Qobuz
Best for audiophiles
Qobuz offers hi-res audio streams too, and unlike Tidal you don't need a 
hardware MQA decoder to listen to them. 

They can sound great on an Android phone or a high-end music system, so 
it's flexible.

Qobuz may not offer Dolby Atmos music, but the selection of 'immersive' 
songs on other services isn't that impressive anyway.

The service offers two plans -- the hi-res Studio Premier ($13 monthly or 
$130 yearly) and the $180 annual Sublime Plus. 

Uniquely, the service offers its own hi-res download store, and if you sign up 
for Sublime you get a discount on purchases.

https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=0JlRymcP1YU&mid=46272&u1=cn-___COM_CLICK_ID___-dtp___OPTOUT___&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.qobuz.com%2Fus-en%2Fdiscover
https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=0JlRymcP1YU&mid=46272&u1=cn-___COM_CLICK_ID___-dtp___OPTOUT___&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.qobuz.com%2Fus-en%2Fdiscover
https://music.apple.com/us/playlist/made-for-spatial-audio/pl.154af9931b214278a64274c410046e69
https://music.apple.com/us/playlist/made-for-spatial-audio/pl.154af9931b214278a64274c410046e69


At 70 million tracks, Qobuz's streaming catalog rivals Tidal's and Spotify's 
in number, though it may not have the most obscure artists. 

Qobuz generally steers towards hi-res recordings, so it is especially suited 
to jazz and classical fans, though its rock selection is fairly robust.

The fact that it's cheaper than Tidal and doesn't require specialized 
equipment to listen in 24-bit/192Hz, makes Qobuz our favorite service for 
serious music lovers.



How do I find these music streaming services ? 



On Windows 10/11 Spotify is in the Microsoft Store



On Windows 10/11 Pandora can be found in the Microsoft Store



On Windows 10/11 Amazon Music  can be found in the Microsoft Store



On Windows 10/11 Tidal can be found in the Microsoft Store



On Android phones/tables – Spotify is in the Google Play Store



On Android phones/tables – Pandora is in the Google Play Store



On Android phones/tables – Amazon Music  is in the Google Play Store



On Android phones/tables – Tidal is in the Google Play Store



This is a screen 
shot of the Apple 
App Store –
notice Amazon, 
Pandora, Spotify 
and Apple Music 
are all available 
to install as apps



This is the Apple 
App Store again 
–Tidal is also 
available here



Let’s take a closer look at Spotify

https://open.spotify.com/

https://open.spotify.com/
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That’s it for now

Thanks for your attention !
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